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Rupture of molecular thin films observed in atomic force microscopy. II. Experiment

Simona Loi,1 Gexiao Sun,2 Volker Franz,1 and Hans-Ju¨rgen Butt2,*
1Physikalische Chemie, Universita¨t Siegen, 57068 Siegen, Germany

2Max-Planck-Institute for Polymer Research, Ackermannweg 10, 55128 Mainz, Germany
~Received 17 April 2002; published 5 September 2002!

In atomic force microscope studies of thin films often a defined jump of the tip through the film is observed
once a certain threshold force has been exceeded. In particular, on lipid bilayers this is regularly observed. In
a previous paper@H.-J. Butt and V. Franz, Phys. Rev. E66, 031601~2002!# we presented two complementary
models to describe film rupture. The aim of this study was to verify these models. Experiments were done with
solid supported bilayers consisting of dioleoyloxypropyl-trimethylammonium chloride~DOTAP! and dio-
leoylphosphatidylserine~DOPS! in aqueous solutions and with propanol. Both models describe experimental
results adequately. In particular, a narrow distribution of yield forces and an increase of the mean yield force
with increasing loading rate is correctly predicted. For the lipid bilayers spreading pressures of roughly 20
mN/m ~DOTAP! and 5 mN/m~DOPS! were measured. Line tensions for the edge of a lipid bilayer ranged
between 3~DOTAP! and 6 pN~DOPS!.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.031602 PACS number~s!: 68.37.2d, 68.15.1e, 68.47.Pe, 64.60.Qb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The atomic force microscope~AFM! has become an im
portant tool to analyze thin films. Most studies are devoted
image their surface topography to obtain information ab
the film structure under nonvacuum conditions with hi
resolution. During recent years, more and more groups h
measured force-versus-distance curves, briefly called ‘‘fo
curves,’’ to obtain additional information. Force curves ca
for instance, provide information about the mechanical pr
erties of thin films. This paper deals with a typical feature
force curves: in AFM studies of molecular thin films often
defined jump of the tip through the film is observed once
certain threshold force has been exceeded. Such tip ind
film ruptures have been observed on solid supported l
bilayers and on surfactant layers. In addition, when study
confined liquids with the AFM often several jumps are o
served which corresponds to squeezing layer after layer
of the gap between tip and substrate.

In a previous paper we proposed a theory on tip indu
film rupture@1#. The aim of this paper is to verify our theor
with experimental results measured in different systems.
concern is not only to extract microscopic parameters of
film but also in general a better understanding of rupture
failure on the nanometer scale. The first part of our theory
tip induced film rupture is relatively general. It was on
assumed that the tip has to overcome an activation en
before the film ruptures. We obtain a universal relation
tween the force dependence of the activation energyDU and
the force dependence of the loading raten ~the ‘‘loading
rate’’ is the approaching velocity of the base of the cant
ver!,

DU~F0!52kBT lnS 0.693K

A

dn

dF0
D . ~1!
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The idea is to measuren(F0), calculatedn/dF0 , and then
use Eq.~1! to determineDU(F0). Here, F0 is the mean
applied force when the film ruptures,kB andT are the Bolt-
zmann’s constant and the temperature,K is the spring con-
stant of the cantilever. The factorA is the frequency at which
the tip ‘‘attempts’’ to penetrate the film.

In addition to the general approach, we propose two s
cific models to calculate the activation energy: one is a c
tinuum nucleation theory, the other is a model which expl
itly takes the molecular nature of the film into account. W
these models we calculate how the probability to find the
on top of the film ~no rupture! P depends on the applie
force F, the loading rate, etc.

In the continuum nucleation model we consider a mole
lar thin, homogeneous film confined between the solid s
strate and the solid surface of the tip. The film is suppose
by laterally in a liquid state, but vertically its structure is we
defined. Then we obtain.

ln P~F !52
A

Kn EFS

F

expS 2
2p2G2R

F82FS
DdF8, ~2!

with FS52pRS. Here, S5gTL1gSL2gTF2gSF is the ef-
fective spreading pressure. To describe the notation we
sume that the experiment is performed in a liquid state. T
is, for instance, the case if a lipid bilayer is studied in
aqueous medium. ThengTF is the energy of the tip-film in-
terface,gTL is the energy of the tip-liquid interface,gSF is
the energy of the substrate-film interface, andgSL is the en-
ergy of the substrate-liquid interface; all values are given
energy per unit area. The line tensionG represents the free
energy associated with the unsaturated bonds of the m
ecules at the periphery of the hole.R is the radius of curva-
ture of the tip.

In the molecular model each molecule in the film h
certain binding sites, which are energetically favorable po
tions. To jump from a binding site to an adjacent free bindi
site a potential energy barrier has to be overcome. In
absence of the tip, adjacent binding sites are energetic
:

©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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LOI, SUN, FRANZ, AND BUTT PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031602 ~2002!
equivalent. When the tip is pressed onto the film, a press
gradient is applied which increases the energy of the m
ecules. It becomes energetically favorable for the molecu
to jump to the side and form a hole in the center of the
Once a certain critical number of molecules have jumped
of the contact area, the pressure upon the remaining m
ecules in the gap is so high that they also jump out of
gap. The film ruptures and the tip penetrates. This mo
predicts a probability distribution

ln P52
k0FT

Kn
~eF/FT21!, ~3!

with

FT[
4phRkBT

V
. ~4!

Here,k0 is a rate constant for the spontaneous~without a tip!
formation of holes in units of Hz. The activation volumeV is
the volume of the critical number of molecules. We assum
that the activation barrier between neighboring binding s
is symmetric. Thus the parametera of the previous paper@1#
was set to 0.5. For the mean yield force, we obtain

F05FT lnS 0.693K

k0FT
n11D . ~5!

It is proportional to the logarithm of the loading rate.
To test the theory, we performed experiments with t

types of solid supported lipid bilayers. Both were formed
spontaneous vesicle fusion on mica. In addition, the laye
structure of 1-propanol was investigated. Propanol was d
onstrated to form a layered structure between the planar m
and the tip surface, once the gap has closed to roughly 3
@2#. Three distinct force maxima are observed, which
believe to be correlated with the removal of three layers
alcohols out of the closing gap. For the different lipid laye
and the alcohol many force curves were taken at differ
loading rates. The results were compared to theoretical
dictions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Measurements were carried out with a commercial AF
~NanoScope 3, Multimode, Veeco Instruments, Santa B
bara, CA! and silicon nitride cantilevers~Veeco Instruments
CA, length 200 or 100mm, width 40mm, estimated thick-
ness 0.6mm!. We calibrated the AFM scanner in the vertic
direction as described by Jaschke and Butt@3#. Cantilever
spring constants were individually determined by movi
them against a calibrated reference cantilever@4#. Spring
constants ranged from 0.07 to 0.45 N/m.

In addition to untreated tips, some tips were coated wit
nm chromium and 10 nm gold by thermal evaporation. C
was taken to avoid evaporating too much gold on the
since in this case the cantilevers bend. After evaporation,
tips were immediately immersed in a 1 mM 11-mercapto-1-
undecanol~97%, Aldrich! solution in ethanol~per analysi
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grade, 99.8%, Merck! for at least 15 h. The radius of the ti
curvature was measured by imaging a silicon grating TGT
~MikroMasch, Oelsnitz, Germany! that is much sharper tha
the tip itself ~radius of curvature less than 10 nm!. In this
way, the topology of the tip was determined. Then the
shape was fitted to a circle. The radius of the tip curvat
was estimated by making an average of several radii
circles in different directions. Tip radii of untreated silico
nitride tips were between 26 and 51 nm. For thiolated t
the radii ranged from 48 to 94 nm.

The shape of force curves taken with thiolated tips w
the same as with untreated silicon nitride tips. Usually, ho
ever, results obtained on lipid bilayers were more reprod
ible. This poor reproducibility of untreated silicon nitride tip
involves several aspects: force curves measured with
silicon nitride tips sometimes displayed shorter jump-in d
tances. Second, bare silicon nitride tips sometimes sho
two breakthroughs, which was not observed using thiola
tips. Third, F0-vs-n curves obtained with different silicon
nitride tips varied considerably more thanF0-vs-n curves
measured with thiolated tips. A possible reason is that th
monolayers on gold form a chemically more homogene
surface than the naturally oxidized silicon nitride surface

All chemicals were of analytical grade and were us
without further treatment. We purchased DOTAP from Al
rich, Steinheim, Germany. Providers of the other mater
were Merck, Darmstadt, Germany~chloroform, KCl, KOH!,
Fluka, Neu-Ulm, Germany~NaCl!, and Plano GmbH, Wet-
zlar, Germany~Muscovite mica!. We used 1-propanol~per
analysi grade! from Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, withou
further purification. It was dried over molecular siev
~LAB, 0.3 nm, Merck! under dry argon for at least 24 h.

Lipid vesicles for adsorption on mica were prepared
follows: DOTAP or DOPS was first dissolved in chloroform
Then the solvent was evaporated under a constant strea
N2. A buffer solution of 150 mM NaCl and 5 mM KH2PO4
~that was titrated topH 7.4 with KOH! was added to produce
a 5 mg/ml suspension which was thoroughly sonica
~G112SP1T sonicator, Laboratory Supplies Co., Hicksvi
NY! until the suspension became opalescent. Mica w
freshly cleaved and mounted onto the AFM scanner. Imm
diately after cleavage, a drop of buffer solution was plac
on the mica. Then, the AFM head with the liquid cell, O rin
and tip was mounted. Subsequently, 50ml of the vesicle
solution were pipetted into the cell. After 30 min adsorpti
time the cell was rinsed with approximately 1 ml buffer s
lution to remove vesicles that did not adsorb to the m
substrate. The measurement was started 20 min later.

In an alcohol experiment the alcohol was filled onto mi
immediately after cleavage. Then, the AFM head with t
liquid cell, O-ring, and tip was mounted and the liquid ce
was completely filled with alcohol. After waiting at least 3
min the experiments were started.

In a force measurement, the sample is moved up
down by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric transla
onto which the sample is mounted, while measuring the c
tilever deflection. The result of such a measurement i
graph, which shows the cantilever deflectionDzc versus the
height position of the piezo. From this, a force-versu
2-2
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RUPTURE OF MOLECULAR THIN . . . . II. . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031602 ~2002!
distance curve is calculated by multiplying the cantilever
flection with its spring constantK to obtain the force,F
5KDzc , and subtracting the cantilever deflection from t
height position to obtain the distance. In this paper only
force is relevant because the theory is only concerned w
the strength of the yield force. The distance dependenc
force curves is only important to identify the film rupture a
the jump of the tip. From the approach part of force curv
we obtain the force at which the breakthrough occurs—
yield force. Yield forces are collected for 50–400 measu
ments at different approaching velocities. The results
each velocity are plotted in a histogram.

Experimentally determined histograms of yield forces a
F0-vs-n curves were fitted with the continuum nucleatio
model, Eq.~2!, and with the molecular model, Eqs.~3! and
~5!. In the first case it was not a true fit but parameters w
adjusted by eye.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Yield forces on lipid bilayers

Figure 1 shows a typical force curve taken on a DOT
bilayer. Far away from the surface no force is acting on
tip. Decreasing the distance between tip and sample be
roughly 6 nm leads to a sharp increase of the repulsive fo
Finally an instability occurs, the tip breaks through, and
lipid film ruptures.

In Fig. 2 a histogram of yield forces extracted from 4
force curves measured at a loading rate of 2mm/s is shown.

FIG. 1. A typical force curve measured on a lipid bilayer
dioleoyloxypropyl-trimethylammonium chloride~DOTAP! in aque-
ous electrolyte~150 mM NaCl, 5 mM KH2PO4 , pH 7.4! taken at a
loading raten52 mm/s. Approaching~d! and retracting~,! parts
are shown. The tip was coated with gold and a monolayer of
droxy undecanethiol~tip radiusR567 nm, spring constant of can
tilever K50.40 N/m!. As an inset the histogram of yield forces
shown.
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Such histograms were recorded for yield forces at differ
loading rates. Their maxima and widths for three differe
experiments with DOTAP are shown in Fig. 3. For all me
surements the mean yield force increased linearly with lo
rithmically increasing loading rates. Straight lines are curv
fitted with

F05a1b ln n. ~6!

The constantsa and b were determined from the fit. All
numbers given were obtained with loading rates in units
mm/s.

B. Force dependence of the activation energy

To obtain more information about the activation ener
we apply Eq.~1!. Thereforedn/dF0 could be determined
from results such as those shown in Fig. 3. ThenDU(F0)
could be calculated. In the case of lipid bilayers, howeve
more precise analysis is possible. Assuming that the m
yield forces increase linearly with the logarithm of the loa
ing rate according to Eq.~6! it follows that dn/dF05 ln 10
v/b. Inserting this into Eq.~1! leads to

DU~F0!52kBT lnS 1.60K

Ab
n D

5kBTF2.30
a2F0

b
2 lnS 1.60K

Ab D G . ~7!

A general result is that the activation energy decreases
early with increasing applied force.

As an example we consider a typical experiment do
with a thiolated tip on a DOTAP bilayer. The parameters
this particular experiment wereK50.36 N/m and R
586 nm. By fitting measuredF0-vs-n curves with Eq.~6!
we obtaineda512.7 nN andb51.39 nN. TakingA55 kHz
to be the resonance frequency of the cantilever in aque

-

FIG. 2. Histogram of yield forces measured on a DOTAP bilay
with an untreated silicon nitride tip (R549 nm,K50.09 N/m,
n52 mm/s) in aqueous electrolyte. The lines in the histogram w
calculated with the continuum nucleation model, Eq.~2!, using
three different frequency factorsA. For each frequency factor th
two remaining parameters, the line tensionG and spreading pressur
S were varied until an optimal fit was achieved. Results in t
particular case were:G53.5310212 N/m, S50.0095 N/m forA
55 kHz; G52.0310212 N/m, S50.0110 N/m forA51.5 kHz; G
51.0310212 N/m, S50.0120 N/m forA50.5 kHz.
2-3
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LOI, SUN, FRANZ, AND BUTT PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031602 ~2002!
medium ~see below! we getDU5kBT(9.721.7F0), where
F0 has to be given in nN. As an average we getDU
5kBT(1022.2F0) for DOTAP andDU5kBT(3.521.8F0)
for DOPS and thiolated tips. The respective numbers in
mol areDU52525.4F0 andDU5924.4F0 ; againF0 has
to be inserted in nN. ForF050 this is of the same order o
magnitude as effective activation energies determined for
diffusion of lipid molecules in phospholipid bilayers whic
are 20–50 kJ/mol@5–8#.

C. Fitting experimental results with the continuum nucleation
model

As a first step we check whether the typical histogra
can be fitted with the continuum nucleation model. In t
continuum nucleation model we have three parameters:
frequency factorA, the line tensionG, and the spreading
pressureS. The frequency factor cannot exceed the re
nance frequency of the cantilever, which in water is in t
order of 5 kHz. Therefore we start the fitting procedure
choosing a certain value ofA and then letG andSvary until
the best agreement is reached using Eq.~2!. It turned out that

FIG. 3. Dependence of the mean yield forces on the loading
as measured on DOTAP~top! and DOPS~bottom! bilayers in typi-
cal experiments. Error bars indicate the half width of peaks in
corresponding histograms. DOTAP:., R586 nm, K50.36 N/m,
OH-gold coated tip;d, R567 nm, K50.40 N/m, OH-gold coated
tip; j, R549 nm,K50.09 N/m, bare silicon nitride tip. DOPS:.,
R526 nm, K50.09 N/m, bare silicon nitride tip;d, R582 nm,
K50.45 N/m, OH-gold coated tip;j, R569 nm, K50.07 N/m,
OH-gold coated tip. The continuous lines were calculated with
nucleation model. Dotted lines were obtained with the molecu
model, Eq.~5!.
03160
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A should be chosen as high as possible. With increasingA the
peak becomes more narrow and symmetric. The smalleA,
the broader and the more asymmetric the force peak
comes. In the example shown in Fig. 2, choosingA55 kHz
to be equal to the resonance frequency gave the best res
An optimal fit was achieved withG53.5310212 N/m and
S59.5 mN/m. WithA51.5 kHz still reasonable agreeme
was achieved using G52.0310212 N/m and S
511.0 mN/m. ForA50.5 kHz the calculated peak was to
asymmetric and we reject this solution. We conclude that
frequency factor should be chosen to be equal to the re
nance frequency. Even ifA was wrong by a factor of three
the resulting line tension and the spreading pressure va
only by less than a factor two.

In addition to the histogram, the model should be able
reproduce the dependence of the mean yield force on
loading rate~Fig. 3!. The graphF0(n) can in fact be used to
get more precise values for the spreading pressure and
line tension. Experimental curves could be fitted with t
nucleation model and relatively well defined values forSand
G were obtained. The errors ofSandG due to the fit are less
than 30%.

Fitting mean yield force-versus-loading rate~F0-vs-n!
curves with the continuum nucleation model does not lead
a linear increase with lnn but the curves increase mor
steeply with increasing loading rate. In some experime
this tendency was indeed observed. The difference is, ho
not significant.

D. Comparing DOTAP and DOPS

Qualitatively, the same behavior was observed on DO
bilayers as on DOTAP bilayers. Defined yield forces, whi
were distributed in a narrow peak around a mean yield for
the mean yield force increased with the loading rate~Fig. 3
bottom!. Quantitatively, DOPS and DOTAP bilayers lead
different values of the spreading pressure and the line ten
~Table I!. For DOPS we determined a relatively low sprea
ing pressure and a high line tension~mean valuesS
50.0058 N/m,G56.0 pN!. For DOTAP the spreading pres
sure was higher and the line tension was lowerS
50.017 N/m,G52.4 pN). This indicates that for DOTAP th
interaction with the substrate is stronger than for DO
while the interaction between the lipid molecules is low
This experimental finding agrees with what is expected:
positively charged trimethylammonium head group
DOTAP is known to strongly adsorb to the negative
charged mica while the adsorption of the negatively char
DOPS is weaker.

The line tensions determined are in the same range as
tensions of phospholipid monolayers and bilayers reporte
the literature. A theoretical estimation for bilayers leads
G'10 pN @9,10#. Analyzing pore formation in bilayers re
sulted in typical line tensions of 6–30 pN@11–13#. Elec-
troporation and electromechanical experiments indicat
line tension for bilayers ofG52 – 37 pN@14–16#. Different
lipid domains in monolayers show typical line tensions
0.9–1.6 pN@17,18#. Only one value determined from AFM
images of patches of bilayers which resulted inG
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TABLE I. Summary of experimental results obtained with bare silicon nitride tips~SiN! and gold-hydroxy undecanethiol coated tip
~OH!. Results obtained with the continuum nucleation model are characterized by the spreading pressureS ~in 1023 N m! and the line
tensionG ~in 10212 N! settingA55 kHz. In the molecular model the relevant parameters are the rate of spontaneous hole formationk0 and
the activation volumeV. To calculate the activation volume with Eq.~4! a thickness of 4.0 and 0.95 nm was used for the lipid bilayers
propanol, respectively. For each combination of tip and medium three or more experiments were done, except for DOPS with
silicon nitride tips. For this reason, no error is given in this case.

Sample Tip
S

~mN m!
G

~pN!
ln k0

~k0 in Hz!
V

~N m3!

DOTAP SiN 13.362.9 2.261.2 2(6.561.8) 11.762.3
DOTAP OH 22.662.4 2.860.8 2(7.561.1) 7.661.3
DOPS SiN 3.3 7.9 0.1 2.0
DOPS OH 7.461.3 5.462.4 2(2.361.2) 7.963.5
Propanol 1, first OH 6.961.9 2.460.6 2(4.461.3) 5.131.3
Propanol 1, second OH 0.5560.20 0.0360.01 0.760.8 4468
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'1026 pN is much lower than line tensions deduced fro
AFM induced film rupture@22#.

The spreading pressure is relevant for the vesicle ads
tion to solid surfaces. Values reported in the literature a
however, scarce. From the kinetics of spreading Ra¨dler et al.
estimate a gain in free energy per unit area for the adsorp
of lipid bilayers of 0.2 mN/m@19#.

E. Fitting experimental results with the molecular model

Using the molecular model histograms~Fig. 4! and
F0-vs-n curves~Fig. 3! could be fitted. In particular, the lin
ear increase of the mean yield force with loading rate
predicted by Eq.~5! of the model. Only two parameters, th
activation volume and the rate constantk0 , have to be deter-
mined. This can be done in a unique way from experimen
F0-vs-n curves. The experimental results are fitted by E
~6!. Then the thermal forceFT andk0 are obtained from

FT5b ln e50.434b,
~8!

k051.596
K

b
102~a/b16!

m

s
.

FIG. 4. Histogram of yield forces measured on a DOTAP bila
with a gold and hydroxythiol coated tip (R567 nm,K50.4 N/m) at
loading rates ofn50.8mm/s ~left peak! and 5.6mm/s ~right peak!
in aqueous electrolyte. The lines in the histogram were calcula
with the molecular model, Eq.~4!, using FT50.45 nN andk0

52.531029 Hz.
03160
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From FT the activation volume can be calculated with E
~4!. The factor 106 occurs because inF0-vs-n plots the load-
ing rate is given inmm/s.

Activation volumes determined were roughly 10 nm3 for
DOTAP and 5 nm3 DOPS; this difference is not yet signifi
cant. This activation volume containsn'4 – 7 lipid mol-
ecules. The rate of spontaneous hole formation was m
lower on DOTAP than on DOPS bilayers. The geomet
mean values werek051.331027 Hz for DOTAP andk0
51.931022 Hz for DOPS which probably reflect the stron
ger binding of DOTAP to mica and the higher mobility o
DOPS on mica.

These rates can be compared to jump frequencies of l
molecules in solid supported membranes measured with
ferent techniques such as fluorescence recovery after
tobleaching or by nuclear magnetic resonance@5,8,20,21#. In
both techniques the lateral diffusion coefficientD is deter-
mined. This can be converted to a jump frequency of sin
lipid molecules between adjacent binding sitesn0 according
to D5 1

4 n0
2 @7#. Here,l is the distance between neighborin

binding sites. Typical values for solid supported phosph
lipid bilayers areD'7310212 m2/s. With l50.7 nm jump
frequencies of 108 Hz are obtained. This is much higher tha
the values we obtained fork0 . This, however, is not surpris
ing because to form a hole large enough to initate tip p
etration and film rupture, typically ten molecules have
jump at the same time.

F. Propanol

When measuring force curves in 1-propanol~Fig. 5! three
repulsive, equidistant maxima were observed. This indica
that propanol assumes a layered structure in the closing
between tip and substrate surface. We analyzed the first
second layer. As ‘‘first layer’’ we denote the one which
squeezed out at a distance of'0.95 nm. A histogram of yield
forces clearly shows two peaks corresponding to the
layers. Mean yield forces of both layers increased with
creasing loading rate~Fig. 6!, as predicted by theory.

Parameters determined for the first layer of propanol w
of the same order of magnitude as those obtained for
lipids—despite the fact that the layer is four times thinn

r

d
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LOI, SUN, FRANZ, AND BUTT PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 031602 ~2002!
than the lipid bilayer. When interpreting results obtain
with the molecular model it is instructive to estimate t
critical number of molecules in the activation volumen.
With n5rV/m ~r is the density of propanol andm is the
mass of a molecule! this number isn541. It is significantly
higher than for lipid bilayers. This could also explain wh
the ratek0 is not much higher for the small alcohol mo
ecules than for the lipids: to form a hole large enough

FIG. 5. Bottom: force-vs-distance curve obtained in propanol
mica. The AFM tip (R548 nm,K50.22 N/m,n51.1mm/s) was
coated with gold and a monolayer of hydroxy undecanethiol. T
force curve is a superposition of' 70 individual approaching force
curves. Top: histograms of yield forces for the first~left! and second
~right! layers.

FIG. 6. Mean yield forces vs the loading rate measured in p
panol for two experiments~d, R548 nm, K50.22 N/m, and.,
R586 nm,K50.18 N/m!. Results for the first~high force! and sec-
ond layer~low force! are shown. The AFM tips were coated wit
gold and a monolayer of hydroxy undecanethiol.
03160
o

initiate film rupture many more molecules have to jump o
of the contact area.

G. Comparison between the continuum nucleation and the
molecular models

Based on the experimental results it is not possible
decide which model is better or to reject one model entire
Within the experimental errors both models agree with
results. What are the major differences between the
models and where are the similarities? First, over a w
range of loading rates and applied forces both models do
exclude each other. They highlight different features of
film from different points of view. One such feature is th
size of the hole, which is large enough to initiate film ru
ture. In the molecular model the radius of this hole can s
ply be calculated from the activation volume according to

r C5A V

ph
. ~9!

In nucleation theory this critical radius is given by@1#

r C5
2pRG

F22pRS
. ~10!

Taking results obtained at a loading rate of 1mm/s, a
typical value in AFM force experiments, we find a remar
able agreement between the two models~Fig. 7!. For all
measurements the ratio between the critical radius obta
with the molecular model and the critical radius determin
with the nucleation model was between 0.61 and 1.01. Th
was only one exception: the second layer in propanol.
the second layer of propanol this ratio was between 6 and
This might indicate that for this layer the treatment as a fi
using our theory is not adequate. At least it behaves fun
mentally different from the first layer and from the lipid b
layers.

n

e

-

FIG. 7. Correlation between the critical radiir C of the molecular
model and the continuum nucleation model. For the nuclea
model a yield force according to a loading rate of 1mm/s was
inserted. As a layer thickness we usedh54 nm for the lipid bilayers
and 0.95 nm for propanol.d, DOTAP; ., DOPS;n, propanol first
layer; m, propanol second layer.
2-6
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There are, however, also significant differences betw
the nucleation and the molecular model. First, the nuclea
model predicts a certain threshold forceFS52pRS. The
mean yield force has to be higher than this minimal val
Second, the mean yield force increases more than} ln n.
Thus, at least in principle it should be possible to distingu
between the two models for a specific film if one could e
pand the accessible range of loading rates.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The activation energy for the rupture of lipid bilayers
alcohol films under the influence of an AFM tip decreas
linearly with the applied force. Extrapolating to zero forc
the activation energies agree with values reported in the
s-

, J

03160
n
n

.

h
-

s
,
t-

erature. Two complementary models for the rupture proc
the continuum nucleation model and the molecular mod
describe film rupture adequately. Microscopic parameters
rived are reasonable with respect to values determined
other methods and with respect to results obtained for dif
ent materials. Using the kinetic theory, force curves m
sured with the AFM on molecular thin films can quantit
tively be evaluated.
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